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             Vision Windows  -  The Collier Vision Windows come in 
several lengths ranging from 5 ft to 15 ft plus custom sizes. Collier   
Vision Windows and their frames carry a UL listing for level 1 bullet resistance. Glass can be ordered with high bullet resistance 
such as level 2. It is important to know that several window manufacturers do NOT have bullet resistant frames.  (10 ft. Vision 
Window with Deal Drawer shown right.) 
 
 

 

             Deal Drawers - The Collier Deal Drawer has many advantages to other drawers. The 
units carry a UL rating to protect against casual shock and injury and a UL listing for level 1 bullet 
resistance. The drop-front allows for large commercial transactions and can be used for both low 
and high vehicles. The electric deal drawer also can be used manually in case of an emergency. 
Simple design facilitates installation and service. 
 

 
 
 

             Bay Windows  -  Bay Windows are drive-up windows that extend beyond the building and 
come with "side" glass. This allows the teller to view much more of the drive-up area. Bay Windows 
come in the following lengths 5 ft., 6 ft., 8 ft., and 10 ft.  Collier windows use UL listed level 1 bullet 
resistant glass.  Glass can be ordered with higher bullet resistance such as level 2.  Collier Bay  
Windows include choice of manual or electric deal drawer and 1 on 1 audio.  (6 ft. Bay Window 
shown right) 
 

 

             Flush Windows  -  Flush Windows are drive-up bay windows that extend beyond the 
building and do not come with "side" glass. Flush Windows are available in the following lengths 5 
ft., 6 ft., 8 ft., and 10 ft. and come with integrated deal drawer.  Collier windows use UL listed level 
1 bullet resistant glass.  Glass can be ordered with higher bullet resistance such as level 2.     
Collier Flush Windows include a transaction drawer and a 1 on 1 audio. (8 ft. Flush Window 
shown left) 
 
 

 
 
 

             Walk-Up Windows  -  The Collier Walk-up windows are similar to vision windows except there 
are generally installed lower and are only available in 4 ft. or 8 ft. lengths. Collier Walk-Up Windows carry a 
UL listing for level 1 bullet resistance. Glass can be ordered with high bullet resistance such as level 2.  
Walk-Up Windows include a transaction drawer and a 1 on 1 audio.  (4 ft. Walk-up Window shown right) 
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